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€	17.500Alfa	Romeo	GT	-	1971	€	7.500Austin	FX4	-	1971	€	21.500Bentley	S3	-	1963	€	4.200BMW	3-serie	-	1980	€	52.500Cadillac	Serie	62	Cabriolet	1955	-	1955	€	39.000Chevrolet	BEL	AIR	CONVERTIBLE	-	1953	€	7.900Citroen	Traction	11	BL	SPORT	-	1954	€	10.900Citroen	Traction	AVANT	1955	-	1955	€	5.500Ford	Escort	-	1973	€	16.900Ford
MUSTANG	-	1973	€	14.500Lancia	Thema	-	1989	€	5.900Mercedes-Benz	200-280	W115	-	1975	€	6.500Mercedes-Benz	200-280	W115	-	1975	€	9.450Mercedes-Benz	GLK-klasse	-	2010	€	25.000Mercedes-Benz	SL-klasse	-	1968	€	9.700MG	B	type	-	1967	€	3.700Opel	GT	-	1973	€	2.700Peugeot	203	€	34.500Pontiac	Firebird	Convertible	-	1967	€
30.000Porsche	911	-	1976	€	35.000Porsche	Cayenne	€	22.500Porsche	Cayenne	-	2010	€	8.500Saab	99	-	1978	€	7.900Volkswagen	Kever	-	1971	€	17.500Volkswagen	T2A	-	1970	€	10.500Volvo	duett	210	1967	Duet	-	1967	€	2.750Volvo	PV444	-	1954	AC	Cobra	MKIV	-	AC	Cobra	MKIV,	very	original	car	in	first	paint,	aluminium	body,	built	in	Brooklands	by
Autokraft,	Ford	302cui/V8	with	injection	and	five	speed	gearbox,	great	fun	to	drive,	very	reliable	and	easy	to	service	!!!	98.500	euroAlfa	Romeo	Giulia	GTC	1600	-	Very	rare	Alfa	Romeo	Giulia	GTC	2+2	in	very	good	original	condition	!	Original	Swiss	delivered	car	with	full	history	since	new,	last	owner	since	2002,	engine	completely	overhauled,	new
convertible	top...finished	in	top	combination	of	Bianco	spino	and	blue	leather	interior.	Ready	to	enjoy	!	57.500	euroAlfa-Romeo	Spyder	Duetto	-	Very	nice	Alfa-Romeo	Duetto	Spider	1750	in	a	very	attractive	green	colour	!!	Highly	original	and	rustfree	US	import	car,	5	speed	manual	gearbox,	German	H-Zullassung	!	Starts	and	drives	perfect	!	Ready	to
enjoy	!	Bizzarrini	5300	GT	America	-	Bizzarrini	5300	GT	America,	very	rare	with	independent	rear	suspension	and	fiberglass	body	!	Restored		to	the	highest	standard	!	Fully	documented	!	69.750	euroBugatti	Type	55	de	La	Chapelle	-	Very	rare	Bugatti	Type	55	Roadster	continuation	by	de	La	Chappelle	France.	Perfect	condition	!	With	desirable	alu
Rover	V8	engine	with	manual	gearbox	!	79.000	euroCadillac	Coupe	de	Ville	-	1959	Cadillac	Coupe	de	Ville	in	perfect	restored	condition	!	Restored	30	years	ago	by	a	well	known	restorer	and	still	in	perfect	condition,	must	be	one	of	the	best	in	the	world	!	Perfect	driving	with	the	6.4/V8	with	six	pack	carburators	and	very	smooth	shifting	automatic
gearbox.	Finished	in	pastel	green	with	white	interior,	chrome	wire	wheels	with	new	tyres...ready	to	Rock	and	Roll	!	De	Tomaso	Guara	Barchetta	-	Unique	De	Tomaso	Guara	Barchetta	in	factory	new	condition	!	416	original	kilometers	!	Nr.	6	of	only	7	Barchetta's	ever	built	!	Real	collectors	item	!	1995	German	registered	road	legal	car	!	87.500	euroDe
Tomaso	Longchamp	GTS	-	Very	rare	De	Tomaso	Longchamp	GTS	2+2,	finished	in	original	brown	metallic	with	ivory	leather,	8´´front	and	10´´rear	Campagnolo	wheels,	ZF-Powersteering	and	electric	seats,	vented	discbrakes	front	and	rear,	Italian	muscle	car	!!	198.500	euroDe	Tomaso	Longchamp	GTS	spyder	-	Very	rare	De	Tomaso	Longchamps	GTS
Spyder	!!!	Original	spyder	conversion	by	Pavesi	!!	Top	collectors	condition,	351Cleveland	V8	engine	with	automatic	gearbox,	8	and	10	inch	Campagnolo	wheels,	new	delivered	in	Germany	by	Sports	cars	in	Stuttgart.	Ready	for	the	summer	!	128.500	euroDe	Tomaso	Pantera	-	De	Tomaso	Pantera	in	very	good	and	highly	original	condition,	finished	in
original	yellow	with	black	interior,	matching	numbers,	chrome	EU	bumpers	,	original	Ansa	exhaust	system,	Campagnolo	8	and	10	inch	wheels...very	good	and	rustfree	Pantera	ready	to	enjoy	!!	198.500	euroDe	Tomaso	Pantera	GT5-S	-	Very	rare	De	Tomaso	Pantera	GT5-S	in	top	condition	!	1	of	only	187	GT5-S	ever	built	!	Original	German	delivered	car
with	all	history...Collectors	item	!!	285.000	euroDe	Tomaso	Pantera	Si	-	Very	rare	De	Tomaso	Pantera	Si	in	top	condition	with	only	17000kms,	matching	nrs	car	with	all	history	and	the	original	factory	file	of	De	Tomaso	!!	Real	collectors	item,	1	of	only	38	cars	built	!!	265.000	euroDe	Tomaso	Pantera	Targa	-	Very	rare	De	Tomaso	Pantera	Targa,	the	first
Pantera	Targa	built	in	1977	by	Pavesi,	only	a	handful	built,	profesionally	converted	to	GT5-S	specs	in	Germany	with	big	brakes	system	of	Brembo,	wide	17	inch	OZ-racing	wheels,	leather	racing	seats...Just	serviced	in	our	own	workshop	and	in	perfect	condition	!	Fantastic	car	to	drive	with	the	big	7-litre	engine	and	open	air	experience	!!	super	sound	!!
Rare	opportunity	to	own	one	off	the	most	special	Pantera's	in	the	world	!!	Ferrari	Testarossa	-	Ferrari	Testarossa	monodado	in	nearly	new	condition	!	8333km	from	new	with	all	history	and	service	book.	Recent	serviced	with	new	cambelts...First	paint	!!!	Collectors	item	!!!	29.975	euroFiat	500	Spiaggina	-	Fiat	500	Spiaggina/Beach	car,	just	out	of
restoration	!	650cc	engine,	white	wall	tyres,	new	condition,	real	FUN	car	!!	Possibile	to	order	another	500	in	your	own	colours	for	34750euro.	Ready	to	go	to	the	beach	!	137.500	euroIso	Rivolta	GT	FIA	Race	/	Rally	-	Iso	Rivolta	GT	Race/	Rally	car	!	Prepared	to	the	highest	standards	with	no	expenses	spared	!	Very	well	documented	car,	valid	FIA
Historic	Technical	Passport	till	2026,	Ready	to	race	!!	Winner	in	class	in	2019	NKHGT	series	!	Road	legal	car	with	Dutch	registration	papers.	Very	rare	race	or	rally	car	with	Ing.	Bizzarrini	suspension...	engine,	gearbox	and	rear	axle	fresh	rebuilt	!	55.000	euroJaguar	MKII	-	Jaguar	MK	II	3.4	Automatic	in	very	good	condition,	original	Webasto	sunroof	!
Light	blue	metallic,	Chrome	wire	wheels,	electrical	adjustable	leather	seats,	powersteering...ready	for	the	summer	!!	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	6.0	V12	-	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	6.0	V12	,	1996	Final	series	with	lots	of	technical	improvements,	4-speed	automatic	gearbox,	outboard	rear	brakes,	ABS,	airbag,	lots	of	different	details...all	books	and	tools
included.	This	is	the	last	series	of	the	XJS	built	before	the	XK8	models,	very	rare	!	29.500	euroJaguar	XK8	Convertible	-	Jaguar	XK8	in	exceptional	good	and	original	condition	!	European	delivered	XK8	convertible	in	beautiful	color	combination	of	British	racing	green	metallic	with	mint	green	leather	!	All	service	history	and	books	available.	Low
mileage	future	classic	ready	to	enjoy	!!	86.500	euroJensen	Interceptor	Convertible	-	Unique	Jensen	Interceptor	Convertible	finished	in	it's	original	blue	with	red	leather	interior	with	sheepskin	inserts,	one	of	the	most	beautiful	classic	British	convertibles	!	Only	512	cars	built	between	1974-76	!	Hydraulic	convertible	top,	electric	windows,
airconditioning,	powersteering...recently	completely	serviced,	ready	to	enjoy	!!	69.000	euroJensen	Interceptor	MK2	-	Very	rare	left	hand	drive	Jensen	Interceptor	MK2	in	very	good	condition,	only	432	left	hand	drive	MK2	Interceptors	were	made	!	Very	clean	car	with	rebuilt	engine,	new	starter	motor,	alternator,	carburator,	alloy	cilinder	heads,
electronic	ignition,	reconditioned	gearbox,	front	and	rear	brake	calipers	rebuilt	with	stainless	steel	pistons,	suspension	rebuilt,	steering	rack	reconditioned...lots	of		technical	improvements	were	made	in	the	last	years,	ready	to	enjoy	!	97.500	euroLancia	Flaminia	Touring	-	Beautiful	restored	Lancia	Flaminia	Touring	body,	original	French	delivered	car,
after	longtime	storage	in	a	museum	the	car	was	restored	in	2020	with	a	bare	metal	repaint,	complete	engine	overhaul,	new	brakes,	Pirelli	tyres,	exhaust	system...fantastic	color	combination	in	azurro	metallic	with	red	leather.	One	of	the	most	beautiful	Italian	GT's	!!	126.500	euroMercedes-Benz	220SE	Cabriolet	(Ponton)	-	Mercedes-Benz	220SE
Cabriolet	Ponton	in	very	good	condition,	restored	20	years	ago,	finished	in	the	original	DB516	Mittelrot	with	DB1068	naturfarben	leather	interior	and	black	convertible	top.	Matching	numbers	car	!	Very	rare	classic	Mercedes	with	all	comfort	and	powerful	driving.	Ready	for	the	summer	!	Mercedes-Benz	S500	GUARD	ex.	Belgian	Royal	Family	-
Mercedes-Benz	S500	GUARD,	Works	Pantser	B7,	ex.	Belgian	Royal	Family,	comes	with	all	flash	lichts,	sirenes,	special	wheels	and	tyres,	alarm	speaker,	special	fire	extinghuisher	system...	56.500	euroPorsche	911	Gemballa	-	Porsche	911	Cabriolet,	Turbolook,	Flatnose,	Gemballa	!	Rolls-Royce	Phantom	1	-	Rolls-Royce	New	Phantom	from	1925	in	very
good	restored	condition.	Very	special	split	front	window	and	torpedo	bodystyle.	Engine	starts	and	runs	perfect,	gearbox	changes	gears	easily	and	the	car	drives	very	light.	Finished	in	green	with	black	fenders	and	red	interior.	Vermorel	''100YEARS''	Old	!	-	Automobiles	Vermorel	Torpedo	18HP	open	touring	body,	built	in	1921	Villefranche	France,	100
years	old	!!	The	car	was	discovered	by	us	in	Binche,	Belgium	after	longtime	storage.	The	Vermorel	is	completely	technical	overhauled	with	new	gearbox	bearings,	wheel	bearings,	engine	rebuilt,	radiator	rebuilt	,	new	tyres,	new	wiring,	new	fuel	tank...Lots	of	time	and	money	spent	to	make	the	car	driving	and	to	preserve	the	original	patina	as	much	as
possible	!	All	history	and	pictures	of	the	restoration	works	available.	Unique	piece	of	motorcar	history	!!	€	54.500,-Porsche	-	911	3.2	Targa,	1983	€	87.500,-Jaguar	-	E	type	SIII	V12,	1972	€	310.000,-Bentley	-	Speed	8,	1949	€	74.500,-Austin	Healey	-	MK	II,	1959	€	239.000,-Porsche	-	356B	T5	Roadster,	1959	€	285.000,-Bentley	-	Speed	8,	1947	€
365.000,-Bentley	-	R	Type	Continental,	1953	€	59.500,-Chevrolet	-	Pick	Up,	1946	€	92.500,-Jaguar	-	E	type	SIII	V12,	1973	€	310.000,-Bentley	-	3/8	Racer,	1949	€	29.500,-Triumph	-	TR4	A	IRS,	1967	€	77.500,-Porsche	-	911	2.7S	Targa,	1974	€	19.500,-MG	-	B	Roadster,	1969	€	39.500,-Volvo	-	PV	544	Rally,	1960	€	29.500,-Triumph	-	Tr3	A,	1958	€	32.500,-
MG	-	A	1600	Roadster,	1961	€	32.500,-MG	-	A	Coupé	Racing	Car,	1961	€	16.000,-Honda	-	Honda	Civic,	Type	R,	2002	€	17.500,-Peugeot	-	202,	1940	€	22.500,-Daf	-	55T	Coupé	rally	car,	1970	€	49.500,-MG	-	TA	Cream	Crackered,	1936	€	67.500,-MG	-	Q	Type	Special,	1937	€	47.500,-Lancia	-	Flavia,	1963	€	29.500,-Triumph	-	TR	6,	1971	€	37.500,-
Mercedes	-	300SE	Rally,	1962	€	112.000,-Jaguar	-	XK	140	Roadster,	1957	€	43.500,-Triumph	-	TR	250,	1968	€	99.500,-AC	-	16/66	DHC,	1935	€	147.500,-Alvis	-	Speed	20	SA,	1933	€	79.500,-Riley	-	2.5Litre	'Big	Four'	Special,1937	€	17.500,-Peugeot	-	404	Injection,	1965	€	89.500,-Jaguar	-	XK	150	FHC,	1959	€	37.500,-Jaguar	-	MK	I,	1958	€	28.500,-
Lancia	-	Flaminia	Coupé,	1960	€	229.000,-Bentley	-	3	½	'Eddie	Hall',	1934	€	34.500,-Volvo	-	1800	ES,	1973	€	129.500,-Mercedes	-	220A	Cabriolet,	1951	€	65.000,-Mercedes	-	280	SLC	Rally,	1976	$18,7501957	Alfa	Romeo	Giulietta	Sprint	-	This	1957	Alfa	Romeo	Giulietta	Sprint	is	available	in	red	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual
transmission,	single	Solex	carburetor,	wood	steering	wheel,	and	solid	wheels.	An	excell	$19,7501959	Alfa	Romeo	2000	Spider	-	This	very	desirable	1959	Alfa	Romeo	2000	Spider	is	available	in	red	with	black	interior.	It	is	missing	the	transmission	and	comes	equipped	with	a	later	model	Alfa	Romeo	engine.	This	Alfa	Romeo	is	an	e	$26,5001963	Alfa
Romeo	Giulia	1600	Spider	-	This	recently	discovered	1963	Alfa	Romeo	Giulia	1600	Spider	Convertible	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	black	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Solex	carburetor,	sing	$34,7501969	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	-	Presenting	this	1969	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	that	is	available	in	Rosso	with	a	black	interior.	The
GTV	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	Weber	carburetors,	roll	bar,	bucket	seats,	and	4-wheel	dis	$19,7501969	Alfa	Romeo	Giulia	Spider	1300	Junior	-	This	recently	discovered	1969	Alfa	Romeo	Giulia	Spider	1300	Junior	is	available	in	Apple	Green	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual
Weber	carburetors,	sof	$19,7501970	Alfa	Romeo	GT	1300	Junior	-	This	1970	Alfa	Romeo	GT	1300	Junior	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Grigio	Indaco	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Weber	dual	carburetors,	two-spoke	steering	wheel,	$19,7501971	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	1750	-	This	matching	numbers	1971	Alfa	Romeo
GTV	1750	is	available	in	silver	with	a	beige	interior.	The	GTV	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Campagnolo	wheels,	Recaro	bucket	seats,	and	a	spare	tire	$34,7501971	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	1750	-	Presenting	this	1971	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	1750	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Alfa	Red	combined	with	a	black
interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	4-wheel	$27,5001973	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	2000	-	Presenting	this	1973	Alfa	Romeo	GTV	2000	that	is	blue	with	a	tan	interior.	The	GTV	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	Weber	carburetors,	front-wheel	disc	brakes,	Campagnolo	wheels,	and	a	$14,7501988	Alfa	Romeo	Spider
Quadrifoglio	-	Presenting	this	well-preserved	1988	Alfa	Romeo	Spider	Quadrifoglio	featured	with	34,250	miles	on	the	odometer	and	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Silver	and	silver	interior.	The	car	comes	equipp	$34,7501953	Austin-Healey	100-4	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	Here	is	a	1953	Austin-Healey	100-4	Convertible	Sports	Car	that	is	available
in	white	with	a	blue	and	white	piping	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	soft	top,	side	curtains,	and	w	$29,9501955	Austin-Healey	100-4	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	The	1955	Austin-Healey	100-4	Convertible	Sports	Car	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	is	available	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual
transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	$6,9501958	Austin-Healey	100-6	BN4	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	This	recently	discovered	1958	Austin-Healey	100-6	BN4	Convertible	Sports	Car	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	soft	top	frame,	wire	wheels,	and	side	curtains.	A	British	classic	with	tremendou	$14,7501958	Austin-Healey	100-6	BN4
Convertible	Sports	Car	-	Presenting	this	recently	discovered	1958	Austin-Healey	100-6	that	is	available	in	Iris	Blue	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetor,	soft	top	fram	$6,9501960	Austin-Healey	Bug	Eye	Sprite	Convertible	-	This	recently	discovered	1960	Austin-Healey	Bug	Eye	Sprite
Convertible	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	grey	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	chrome	rear	bumperette	$34,7501961	Austin-Healey	3000	MKII	BT7	-	Presenting	this	1961	Austin-Healey	3000	MKII	BT7	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	an	attractive	color	scheme	of	Colorado	Red	over	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with
a	four-speed	manual	transmission	with	o	$26,5001963	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ7	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1963	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ7	Convertible	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	British	Racing	Green	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission	with	overdrive,	front-whe	$9,7501964	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible
Sports	Car	-	The	1964	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	Car	comes	equipped	with	a	6	Cylinder	engine	(missing	the	transmission),	soft	top	frame,	and	steel	wheels.	This	British	vehicle	has	tremendous	potenti	$46,5001964	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	Presenting	this	factory	right-hand	drive	1964	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8
Convertible	Sports	Car	featured	with	matching	numbers	engine	(British	Motor	Industry	Heritage	Trust	Certificate	copy	included).	Ava	$49,9501965	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	Presenting	this	beautiful	1965	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	that	is	available	in	maroon	with	a	black	interior.	The	BJ8	comes	equipped	with	a
manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	to	$23,7501966	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	Car	-	Here	is	a	1966	Austin-Healey	3000	BJ8	Convertible	Sports	Car	that	is	available	in	Healey	Blue	with	a	blue	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	an	$15,7501983	Avanti	II	-	This	1983	Avanti
II	is	finished	in	maroon	matte	with	a	tan	interior.	The	Avanti	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	power	windows,	power	steering,	front	disc	brakes,	air	conditio	$39,9501955	Bentley	S1	Empress	Saloon	Coachwork	By	Hooper	&	Co	-	This	right-hand	drive	1955	Bentley	S1	Empress	Saloon	Coachwork	By	Hooper	&	Co	is	available
in	silver	over	black	with	a	grey	interior.	The	Saloon	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	wood	tri	$79,9501960	Bentley	S2	Continental	By	James	Young	-	Presenting	this	elegant	and	rare	1960	Bentley	S2	Continental	By	James	Young	that	is	available	in	Silver	Green	Metallic	over	British	Racing	Green	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle
comes	equipped	$15,7501963	Bentley	S3	-	This	right-hand	drive	1963	Bentley	S3	is	available	in	silver	over	copper	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	windows,	power	steering,	steel	wheels,	$59,9501963	Bentley	S3	-	This	left-hand	drive	1963	Bentley	S3	is	available	in	blue	with	a	red	interior.	The
Bentley	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	steering,	wood	trim,	re	$16,7501967	Bentley	T1	-	This	right-hand	drive	1967	Bentley	T1	is	available	in	Astral	Blue	over	Mediterranean	Blue	with	a	beige	interior.	The	Bentley	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	wind
$17,5001970	Bentley	T1	-	This	right-hand	drive	1970	Bentley	T1	is	available	in	this	gorgeous	color	combination	of	silver	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	powe	$18,7501979	Bentley	T2	-	This	left-hand	drive	1979	Bentley	T2	is	available	in	Silver	Sand	over	chestnut	with	a	beige	interior.
The	Bentley	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	$34,7501999	Bentley	Azure	-	Presenting	this	1999	Bentley	Azure	featured	with	44,593	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	magnolia	interior.	The	Azure	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	a	$29,9502001
Bentley	Arnage	-	Presenting	this	elegant	2001	Bentley	Arnage	featured	with	29,971	miles	on	the	odometer.	Finished	in	a	very	rare	color	combination	of	Black	Emerald	Pearl	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	3-s	$47,5002005	Bentley	Continental	GT	-	Presenting	this	elegant	2005	Bentley	Continental	GT	featured	with	29,827	miles	on	the
odometer	and	finished	in	graceful	color	scheme	of	Barnato	Green	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	aut	$12,7501967	BMW	2000CS	-	This	recently	discovered	1967	BMW	2000CS	is	available	in	silver	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	power	windows,	steel	wheels,	and	a	spare	tire.	A	well-priced	2000CS	that	has
$26,5001973	BMW	Bavaria	-	Presenting	this	charming	1973	BMW	Bavaria	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Fjord	Blue	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	air	conditioning,	4-	$29,9501976	BMW	2002	-	This	adorable	1976	BMW	2002	is	available	in	Malaga	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle
comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	single	Weber	carburetor,	sunroof,	and	front-wheel	disc	bra	$36,5001988	BMW	M6	-	Presenting	this	desirable	1988	BMW	M6	that	is	available	in	zinnoberrot	with	a	parchment	interior.	The	M6	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,	cruise	control,	power	mirr
$15,7501990	BMW	325iC	Convertible	5-Speed	-	Presenting	this	1990	BMW	325iC	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	black	combined	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	power	s	$108,5001994	BMW	850CSI	6-Speed	-	Presenting	this	highly	collectible	1994	BMW	850CSI	6-
Speed	(#89	out	of	225	CSIs	imported	to	the	USA	1994-95)	and	featured	with	49,251	miles	on	the	odometer.	Available	in	black	with	a	black	and	grey	in	$8,5001923	Buick	Master	Six	-	Presenting	this	1923	Buick	Master	Six	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	light	ivory	combined	with	a	black	and	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,
four-spoke	steering	wheel,	bench	se	$12,7501951	Buick	Super	Sedan	-	Presenting	this	1951	Buick	Super	Sedan	that	is	available	in	Glenn	Green	with	a	grey	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	steel	wheels,	whitewall	tires,	spare	tire,	and	$26,5001959	Buick	Lesabre	-	This	1959	Buick	LeSabre	is	finished	in	color
scheme	of	yellow	combined	with	turquoise	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	quad	headlamps,	tail	fin,	two-spoke	steering	wheel,	$12,7501989	Cadillac	Allante	-	Presenting	this	1989	Cadillac	Allante	featured	with	2	tops	and	81,389	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	Bright	Red	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	an
automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	$29,9501936	Chevrolet	Business	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1936	Chevrolet	Business	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	two-tone	color	scheme	of	Cabana	Cream	and	Hollywood	Tan	combined	with	a	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Rochest	$19,7501957	Chevrolet	Bel	Air	4-Door	No	Post	Hardtop
Sedan	-	Presenting	this	1957	Chevrolet	Bel	Air	4-Door	No	Post	Hardtop	Sedan	that	is	finished	in	color	combination	of	turquoise	with	a	white	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	chrome	$29,9501966	Chevrolet	Chevelle	Custom	Big	Block	-	Presenting	this	1966	Chevrolet	Chevelle	Custom	Big	Block	that	is	finished	in	a	color
scheme	of	grey	and	black	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	Edelbrock	$38,5001966	Chevrolet	Chevelle	Malibu	Sport	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1966	Chevrolet	Chevelle	Malibu	Sport	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	silver	combined	with	a	black	interior	and	the	coachwork	was	built	by	Fisher.
Equipped	with	an	automatic	$49,9501967	Chevrolet	Camaro	RS	-	Presenting	the	iconic	1967	Chevrolet	Camaro	RS	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color,	a	2	tone	color	scheme	of	Butternut	Yellow	and	Black	(Y2)	with	a	black	interior.	This	American	classic	comes	equipp	$24,7501968	Chevrolet	Corvette	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers
1968	Chevrolet	Corvette	Convertible	that	is	available	in	red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	327	V8	engine	(300HP	$14,7501970	Chevrolet	Corvette	T-Top	-	This	1970	Chevrolet	Corvette	T-Top	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	its	factory	color	Marlboro	Maroon	(975)	combined	with	a	black	interior.
Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	dual	sid	$24,7501971	Chevrolet	Corvette	Convertible	-	This	1971	Chevrolet	Corvette	Convertible	is	finished	in	black	over	a	saddle	and	black	interior.	The	car	comes	equipped	4-speed	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	power	steering,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	a	$17,5001972	Chevrolet	Corvette	-
Presenting	this	timeless	1972	Chevrolet	Corvette	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	War	Bonnet	Yellow	Poly	(989)	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	3-speed	autom	$20,7501972	Chevrolet	Corvette	-	Presenting	this	iconic	1972	Chevrolet	Corvette	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color
Targa	Blue	(979)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	V8	$36,5001972	Chevrolet	K10	4x4	Custom	Pickup	-	Presenting	this	1972	Chevrolet	K10	4x4	Custom	Pickup	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	red	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	four-wheel-drive	syst
$12,7501973	Chevrolet	Corvette	454	-	Presenting	this	desirable	1973	Chevrolet	Corvette	454	featured	with	T-Tops	is	available	in	beige	with	a	black	interior.	The	C3	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	454	V8-engine,	power	windo	$9,7501978	Chevrolet	Corvette	-	The	1978	Chevrolet	Corvette	featured	with	T-Tops	is	available	in	black
with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	350	V8	engine,	power	windows,	power	steering,	a	$16,7501978	Chevrolet	Corvette	-	Presenting	this	1978	Chevrolet	Corvette	featured	with	T-Tops	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#10	Classic	White	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an
automatic	transmission	$17,5001981	Chevrolet	Corvette	Stingray	-	This	well-priced	1981	Chevrolet	Corvette	Stingray	featured	with	T-Tops	is	available	in	black	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	automatic	transmissi	$10,7501994	Chevrolet	Corvette	-	Presenting	this	1994	Chevrolet	Corvette	that	is
finished	in	a	color	combination	of	Arctic	White	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	6-speed	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	four-wheel	disc	$36,5002007	Chevrolet	Corvette	-	Presenting	this	striking	2007	Chevrolet	Corvette	Coupe	3LT	Z51	featured	with	19,373	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	color	scheme	of	Victory
Red	with	a	black	leather	interior.	This	$16,7501957	Chris	Craft	Sportsman	-	This	1957	Chris	Craft	Sportsman	freshwater	boat	is	equipped	with	a	V8	engine,	boat	trailer,	white	steering	wheel,	manual	convertible	top,	chrome	nautical	gauges,	brass	fire	extinguisher,	AM/FM	radio,	$4,9501972	Citroen	SM	-	This	well-priced	1972	Citroen	SM	is	available
in	white	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	and	solid	wheels.	An	excel	$9,7501972	Citroen	SM	-	This	1972	Citroen	SM	is	available	in	Lemon	Yellow	with	a	brown	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	V6-engine,	power	windows,	and	solid
wheels.	A	desirable	French	classic	wh	$16,7501972	Citroen	SM	-	This	well-priced	1972	Citroen	SM	is	available	in	beige	with	a	brown	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	and	steel	wheels.	A	well-p	$26,5001972	Citroen	SM	-	Presenting	this	1972	Citroen	SM	that	is	finished	in	a
color	scheme	of	Gris	Nacre	combined	with	a	walnut	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	power	windows,	three	carburetors,	power	ste	$12,7501971	Datsun	240Z	-	This	recently	discovered	1971	Datsun		240Z	is	available	in	Racing	Green	with	a	black	interior.	The	240Z	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,
and	dual	carburetors.	An	excel	$15,7501973	Datsun	240Z	-	The	1973	Datsun	240Z	is	available	in	Silver	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	wood	steering	wheels,	and	dual	carburetors.	A	well-priced	240	$29,9501974	Datsun	260Z	-	Presenting	this	one	family-owned	1974	Datsun	260Z	is
available	in	orange	with	a	black	interior.	The	260Z	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	front-wheel	disc	brakes,	steel	$9,7501977	Datsun	280Z	-	This	1977	Datsun	280Z	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Copper	Metallic	(301)	combined	with	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	chrome
bumpers,	steel	wheels	with	$185,0001939	Delahaye	135M	Cabriolet	-	Utterly	unique	and	literally	a	one-off,	this	pre-World	War	2	1939	Delahaye	135M	Cabriolet	is	one	of	only	two	examples	of	this	classic	model,	with	its	body-work	designed	by	Letourneur	et	Marchand,	the	$54,5001982	DeLorean	DMC-12	-	Presenting	this	timeless	1982	DeLorean
DMC-12	that	is	finished	in	its	iconic	color	scheme	of	stainless	steel	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	a	five-speed	manual	transmission,	four-wheel	d	$15,7501950	DeSoto	Custom	4-Door	Sedan	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1950	Desoto	Custom	4-Door	Sedan	that	is	available	in	Andante	Green	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes
equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	chrome	bumpers,	steel	whee	$135,0001969	DeTomaso	Mangusta	-	Presenting	this	extremely	collectible	1969	DeTomaso	Mangusta	that	is	finished	in	a	distinctive	color	combination	of	Lime	Green	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	fo	$17,5001952	Dodge	B	Series	Pickup	-
Presenting	this	1952	Dodge	B	Series	Pickup	that	is	available	in	green	with	a	blue	interior.	The	Pickup	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	inline-6	engine,	and	steel	wheels.	A	very	desirable	'5	$46,5001971	Dodge	Dart	Demon	-	Presenting	this	desirable	1971	Dodge	Dart	Demon	is	available	in	purple	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes
equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	340	V8	engine,	power	steering,	and	BFGoodri	$22,7501974	Excalibur	Phaeton	SS	Series	II	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	exclusive	1974	Excalibur	Phaeton	SS	Series	II	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	an	attractive	color	scheme	of	gold	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,
$67,5001975	Ferrari	308GT4	Dino	-	Presenting	this	1975	Ferrari	308GT4	Dino	that	is	available	in	Argento	Auteil	with	a	red	interior.	The	308GT4	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	4-wheel	$86,5001976	Ferrari	308GTB	-	Presenting	this	striking	1976	Ferrari	308GTB	that	is	finished	in	a	beautiful
color	scheme	of	Oro	Chiaro	with	a	tan	interior.	This	carbureted	308GTB	is	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	4-wh	$29,9501981	Ferrari	Mondial	8	-	Presenting	this	1981	Ferrari	Mondial	8	that	is	available	in	its	timeless	color	combination	of	Rosso	Corsa	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with
a	5-spe	$67,5001982	Ferrari	308	GTSi	-	Presenting	this	low	mileage	1982	Ferrari	308	GTSi	featured	with	only	19,586	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Argento	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manu	$36,5001985	Ferrari	Mondial	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1985	Ferrari	Mondial	Cabriolet	featured	with
65,931	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	Argento	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	$39,9501985	Ferrari	412	-	This	well-priced	1985	Ferrari	412	is	available	in	Blue	Sera	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power
windows,	power	steer	$48,5001986	Ferrari	412	-	This	exciting	color	combination	1986	Ferrari	412	is	available	in	Blu	Medio	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	412	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	co	$67,5001989	Ferrari	348tb	-	Presenting	this	1989	Ferrari	348tb	that	is	available	in	its	timeless	color
combination	of	Rosso	Corsa	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditio	$42,5001990	Ferrari	348ts	-	Presenting	this	1990	Ferrari	348ts	is	available	in	Fly	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	power	windows,	and	4-wheel	disc	brakes.	This
well-pr	$79,9501994	Ferrari	348	Spider	-	Presenting	this	one-owner	1994	Ferrari	348	Spider	featured	with	42,048	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	Rosso	Corsa	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	348	Spider	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	$76,5001997	Ferrari	F355	Spider	6-Speed	-	Presenting	this	highly	desirable	1997	Ferrari	F355	Spider	6-
Speed	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	of	Giallo	Modena	with	a	black	interior.	The	F355	Spider	comes	equipped	with	a	6-speed	manual	tr	$67,5001998	Ferrari	F355	Berlinetta	F1	-	Presenting	this	1998	Ferrari	F355	Berlinetta	F1	that	is	finished	in	an	attractive	color	combination	of	its	factory	color	Rosso	Barchetta	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The
Ferrari	is	equipped	with	an	F1	$8,9501919	Ford	Model	T	-	Presenting	this	recently	discovered	1919	Ford	Model	T	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	maroon	combined	with	a	same	color	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	four-spoke	steering	wheel,	$14,7501947	Ford	Super	Deluxe	-	Presenting	this	1947	Ford	Super	Deluxe	coupe	that	is
finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	sky	blue	combined	with	a	dark	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	a	column-shifted	3-speed	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	S	$18,7501955	Ford	Thunderbird	-	The	1955	Ford	Thunderbird	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	Goldenrod	Yellow	with	a	tuxedo	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	windows,
steel	wheels,	Ford	hub	caps,	and	whitewa	$9,7501955	Ford	Thunderbird	-	This	recently	discovered	1955	Ford	Thunderbird	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	air	conditioning,	power	steering,	hardtop,	and	steel	wheels.	An	original	California	car	that	ha	$26,5001955	Ford	Thunderbird	-	Presenting	the	1955	Ford	Thunderbird
that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Snowshoe	White	(E)	with	a	tuxedo	interior	and	is	powered	by	a	manual	transmission	with	a	V8	engine.	The	vehicle	features	a	wh	$32,5001957	Ford	Thunderbird	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1957	Ford	Thunderbird	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Goldenglow	Yellow	combined	with	a	black	and	white
interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	$46,5001962	Ford	Thunderbird	2-Door	Sports	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1962	Ford	Thunderbird	2-Door	Sports	Roadster	(one	of	1,427	roadsters	produced	in	1962)	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#J	red	with	a	black	interior.	The	T-Bird	come	$12,7501963	Ford
Thunderbird	Coupe	-	The	1963	Ford	Thunderbird	Coupe	is	available	in	turquoise	with	a	blue	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	center	console,	power	windows,	salvage	title,	steel	wheels,	and	white	line	tire	$11,7501965	Ford	Thunderbird	-	Here	is	a	1965	Ford	Thunderbird	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#Q	Medium	Blue
Metallic	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	c	$24,7501965	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	-	This	iconic	1965	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	is	available	in	Rangoon	Red	with	a	red	and	white	pony	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	302	V8	engine,	power	steering,
and	$16,7501965	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1965	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	red	with	white	stripes	and	a	black	interior.	The	equipment	includes	a	manual	transmission,	inline-6	engine,	front	disc	bra	$14,7501965	Ford	Galaxie	500	Fastback	-	This	recently	discovered	1965	Ford	Galaxie	500	Fastback	is
finished	in	its	factory	color	Rangoon	Red	(J)	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	hub	caps,	chrome	bumpers,	$18,7501966	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	that	is	available	in	maroon	with	a	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	inline-6	engine,	air
conditioning,	power	steering,	$6,9501966	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Candyapple	Red	(T)	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	289	V8	engine,	single	exhaust	$13,7501966	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford
Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Springtime	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	289	V8	engine,	chrome	bumpers,	whitel	$34,7501966	Ford	Mustang	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	iconic	1966	Ford	Mustang	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	color	combination	of	creme	with	a	red	and
white	pony	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	inline-six,	$24,7501966	Ford	Mustang	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford	Mustang	Convertible	finished	in	its	factory	color	Wimbledon	White	(M)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	inline-six,	chrome	bumpers,	electric	sof	$12,7501966	Ford	Mustang
Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford	Mustang	Coupe	that	was	built	at	the	San	Jose,	California	factory	and	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Candy	Apple	Red	combined	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicles	comes	equippe	$12,7501966	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1966	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color
Wimbledon	White	(M)	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	289	V8	engine,	cen	$26,5001967	Ford	Mustang	Convertible	-	Here	is	a	1967	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Convertible	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	#T	Candy	Apple	Red	with	a	white	pony	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,
289	V8	e	$19,9501967	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1967	Ford	Mustang	C-Code	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Candyapple	Red	(T)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	upgraded	with	a	302ci	V	$16,7501969	Ford	Galaxie	XL	2-Door	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	well-equipped	1969	Ford
Galaxie	XL	2-Door	Convertible	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#X	Presidential	Blue	with	a	white	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automat	$57,5001974	Ford	Bronco	4x4	Custom	-	Presenting	this	1974	Ford	Bronco	4x4	Custom	that	is	available	in	Platinum	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior.	The	Bronco	comes	equipped	with	a	manual
transmission,	302	V8	engine,	Master	Craft	bucket	seats,	$12,7502002	Ford	Thunderbird	-	Presenting	this	one-owner	2002	Ford	Thunderbird	featured	with	2	tops	(porthole	hardtop)	and	is	available	in	Evening	Black	with	a	black	interior.	The	T-Bird	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	wi	$6,5002004	Ford	F-350	XLT	Super	Duty	Turbo	Diesel	-
This	well-equipped	2004	Ford	F-350	XLT	Super	Duty	Turbo	Diesel	is	available	in	Medium	Wedgewood	Blue	with	a	medium	flint	interior.	The	F-350	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditio	$14,7501960	GMC	1000	Pickup	-	This	1960	GMC	1000	Pickup	is	finished	in	Delta	green	with	a	gray	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual
transmission,	V8	engine,	black	floor	mats,	wood	bed	floor,	Firestone	Destination	LE	tires,	Ken	$22,7501950	Jaguar	Mark	V	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	matching	numbers	left-hand	drive	1950	Jaguar	Mark	V	Drophead	Coupe	is	available	in	black	and	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	3	1/2-liter	engine,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top	frame,	solid
$37,5001950	Jaguar	Mark	V	3.5	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	left-hand	drive	1950	Jaguar	Mark	V	3.5	Drophead	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	$29,9501950	Jaguar	Mark	V	Saloon	3.5-Liter	-	Presenting	this	right-hand	drive	1950	Jaguar
Mark	V	Saloon	3.5-Liter	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	combination	of	silver	combined	with	a	grey	blue	interior.	Equipped	with	a	fo	$37,5001951	Jaguar	XK120	Roadster	-	Here	is	a	1951	Jaguar	XK120	Roadster	that	is	available	with	a	red	interior	and	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	3.4-liter	engine,	dual
carburetors,	side	curtains,	and	solid	wheels.	This	XK	h	$34,7501951	Jaguar	Mark	V	3.5	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	left-hand	drive	1951	Jaguar	Mark	V	3.5	Drophead	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	green	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	wit	$49,9501953	Jaguar	XK120SE	Roadster
-	Presenting	this	Special	Equipment	1953	Jaguar	XK120SE	Roadster	featured	with	matching	numbers	however	the	head	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	Available	in	maroon	with	a	black	interior	an	$10,7501953	Jaguar	Mark	VII	-	This	matching	numbers	1953	Jaguar	Mark	VII	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	green	interior.	The
vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	3	1/2-liter	engine,	dual	carburetors,	$42,5001954	Jaguar	XK120SE	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	1954	Jaguar	XK120SE	Drophead	Coupe	is	available	in	Light	Blue	and	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	3	1/2-liter	engine,	soft	top	frame,	and	wire	wheels.	The	XK120SE	h
$56,5001954	Jaguar	XK120	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1954	Jaguar	XK120	Roadster	that	has	been	taken	down	to	bare	metal	and	still	retains	its	red	interior.	The	vehicle	is	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	3	1/2	$27,5001955	Jaguar	XK140MC	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	1955	Jaguar	XK140MC	Drophead
Coupe	(Special	Equipment)	featured	with	a	matching	numbers	block	however	the	head	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life	and	is	equipped	with	$42,5001956	Jaguar	XK140	Roadster	-	The	1956	Jaguar	XK140	Roadster	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	grey	primer	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed
manual	transmission,	3.4-liter	engine,	dual	carbu	$36,5001958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Drophead	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	factory	overdrive	1958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Drophead	Coupe	(Special	Equipment)	featured	with	matching	numbers	however	the	head	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	Equipped	$29,9501958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Fixed	Head
Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	black	with	a	bare	metal	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	fou	$84,5001958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	prestigious	1958	Jaguar	XK150SE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	featured	with
matching	numbers	and	factory	overdrive.	Finished	in	Pearl	Gray	with	a	red	interior.	Equipment	includes	a	4-speed	manual	t	$14,7501960	Jaguar	Mark	II	-	Presenting	this	1960	Jaguar	Mark	II	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Old	English	White	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	Birmingham	SU	dual
carburetors,	twi	$22,7501961	Jaguar	XK150	Fixed	Head	Coupe	3.8	-	Presenting	this	1961	Jaguar	XK150	Fixed	Head	Coupe	3.8	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	and	factory	overdrive	is	available	in	burgundy	withablack	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	$149,9501964	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	Right-Hand	Drive	-	Presenting	this
extremely	sought-after	right-hand	drive	1964	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	E-Type	comes	equipped	with	a	4	$22,7501966	Jaguar	MKII	2.4-Liter	4-Speed	-	Presenting	this	right-hand	drive	1966	Jaguar	MKII	2.4-Liter	4-Speed	(factory	overdrive)	featured	with	matching
numbers	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	come	$72,5001966	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	1966	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	featured	with	matching	numbers	however	the	engine	block	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	Available	in	blue	with	a	black	interior.	The	E-Type	comes	$56,5001966	Jaguar
XKE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	highly	desirable	1966	Jaguar	XKE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission	$7,9501967	Jaguar	420	Saloon	-	This	matching	numbers	1967	Jaguar	420	Saloon	is	available	in	Willow	Green	with	a
Willow	Green	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	wire	wheels,	and	wh	$9,7501967	Jaguar	420	-	This	well-priced	1967	Jaguar	420	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	Willow	Green	with	a	green	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	air	conditioning,	power	s
$36,5001967	Jaguar	XKE	Series	I	2+2	-	Presenting	this	stunning	1967	Jaguar	XKE	Series	I	2+2	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Imperial	Maroon	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	four-speed	manual	$34,7501968	Jaguar	XKE	Series	1.5	2+2	-	Presenting	this	1968	Jaguar	XKE	Series	1.5	2+2	featured
with	a	matching	numbers	engine,	however	the	cylinder	head	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	This	E-Type	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	$32,5001968	Jaguar	XKE	2+2	-	This	well-priced	1968	Jaguar	XKE	Series	1.5	2+2	is	available	in	Primrose	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	302	V8
engine,	wood	steering	wheel,	an	$29,9501968	Jaguar	XKE	2+2	-	Presenting	this	1968	Jaguar	XKE	2+2	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Old	English	White	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	f	$44,5001969	Jaguar	XKE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	-	This	well-priced	1969	Jaguar	XKE
Fixed	Head	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	sable	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	4.2-liter	e	$42,5001969	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	-	The	1969	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	featured	here	with	matching	is	available	in	Primrose	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-
speed	manual	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	dual	Zenith	carb	$46,5001969	Jaguar	XKE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	-	This	very	presentable	1969	Jaguar	XKE	Fixed	Head	Coupe	is	available	in	Regency	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	dual	carburetors,	and	$42,5001969	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	-
Check	out	this	recently	discovered	1969	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	copper	with	a	black	interior.	The	XKE	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	$32,5001969	Jaguar	XKE	Series	II	2+2	-	Presenting	this	1969	Jaguar	XKE	Series	II	2+2	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color
scheme	of	Primrose	Yellow	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	$49,9501970	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	-	This	matching	numbers	1970	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	is	available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	E-Type	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	4.2-liter	engine,	dual	carburetors,	wood
$24,7501971	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	-	Here	is	a	recently	discovered	1971	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	Willow	Green	with	a	green	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	5.3-lite	$8,9501971	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	-	This	recently	discovered	1971	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	featured	with
matching	numbers	is	available	in	Silver	with	a	black	interior.	The	XKE	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V12	engine,	4	Stromber	$34,7501972	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	-	This	matching	numbers	1972	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	5.3-liter
engine,	air	conditioning,	4-w	$59,9501973	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	-	This	matching	numbers	1973	Jaguar	XKE	Roadster	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	5.3-liter	engine,	air	c	$39,9501973	Jaguar	XKE	V12	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	1973	Jaguar	XKE	V12
Roadster	Series	III	that	is	finished	in	Silver	Grey	with	a	red	interior.	The	Roadster	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	4-disc	brakes,	Str	$59,9501973	Jaguar	XKE	V12	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	extremely	original	1973	Jaguar	XKE	V12	Roadster	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	silver	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped
with	an	automatic	transmission,	5.3-liter	engine,	ai	$32,5001973	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	-	Presenting	this	matching	number	1973	Jaguar	XKE	V12	2+2	Series	III	that	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	color	scheme	of	Pale	Primrose	with	a	black	interior.	The	XKE	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmissi	$7,9501987	Jaguar	XJ6	Vanden	Plas	-	The	1987	Jaguar	XJ6
Vanden	Plas	featured	with	56,960	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	Regency	Red	with	a	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	a	4.2-liter	eng	$17,5001988	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1988	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	featured	with	55,556	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Nimbus
White	(NDJ)	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	tra	$16,7501995	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1995	Jaguar	XJS	Convertible	featured	with	70,024	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	gracious	color	combination	of	its	factory	color	Topaz	Metallic	(SDN)	with	a	grey	interior.	Equi	$42,5001987	Jeep	Grand	Wagoneer
4x4	-	This	fun	and	exciting	1987	Jeep	Grand	Wagoneer	4x4	featured	with	33,814	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	brown	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	SUV	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	wi	$28,5001988	Jeep	Grand	Wagoneer	4x4	-	Presenting	this	1988	Jeep	Grand	Wagoneer	4x4	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Pearl	White
(CA)	combined	with	a	burgundy	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	four-wheel-dr	$14,7501999	Lexus	LX470	-	Presenting	this	1999	Lexus	LX470	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Woodland	Pearl	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	dual-range	transfer	case,	V8	engine,	four-
$29,9501942	Lincoln	Continental	Convertible	-	Here	is	a	1942	Lincoln	Continental	Convertible	that	is	available	in	black	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	soft	top	frame,	steel	wheels,	whitewall	$36,5001966	Lotus	Elan	Series	II	Drop	Head	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	charming	1966	Lotus	Elan	Series
II	Drop	Head	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	British	Racing	Green	with	a	yellow	stripe	decal	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manua	$29,9501968	Maserati	Quattroporte	-	The	1968	Maserati	Quattroporte	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	silver	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual
transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	4-w	$69,9501969	Maserati	Mexico	Coupe	-	The	1969	Maserati	Mexico	Coupe	with	matching	numbers	featured	here	is	available	in	red	with	a	stunning	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	wood	steering	wheel,	toggle	switche	$3,9501929	Mercedes-Benz	Gazelle	Replica	-
Presenting	this	1929	Mercedes-Benz	Gazelle	Replica	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	yellow	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Volkswagen	engine,	quad	exhaust	outl	$46,5001956	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	-	The	recently	discovered	1956	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	brown	with	a	black
interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	Weber	carburetors,	steel	$67,5001957	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	-	Presenting	this	1957	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	that	is	available	in	ivory	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	Solex	carburetors,	soft	top,	steel	w	$39,9501958
Mercedes-Benz	220S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	recently	discovered	1958	Mercedes-Benz	220S	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	White	Gray	(158)	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	column	shifted	four-speed	manual	$99,5001959	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	-	Presenting	this	gorgeous	1959	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	that	is	available	in	Silver
Grey	Metallic	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	Weber	carburetors,	$89,9501959	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	-	Presenting	this	beautiful	1959	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Light	Red	(519)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	Solex
carburetors,	AM/	$69,9501960	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	-	Presenting	this	1960	Mercedes-Benz	190SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#50	white	with	a	black	interior.	The	190SL	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	s	$54,5001961	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1961	Mercedes-Benz	220SE
Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	White	Gray	(158).	Equipped	with	a	column-shifted	manual	transmission,	single	exhaust	outlet,	chrome	grille,	driver-	$67,5001963	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1963	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Cabriolet	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#050	white	with	a	red	interior.	The	220SE
comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	powe	$57,5001963	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1963	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Cabriolet	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	White-Grey	(DB158)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	bla	$26,5001963	Mercedes-Benz	220SEb
Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1963	Mercedes-Benz	220SEb	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Arabian	Grey	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	a	four-speed	manual	transmission,	power	steering,	air	co	$18,7501965	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Sunroof	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	1965	Mercedes-Benz	220SE	Sunroof	Coupe	is	available	in
light	ivory	with	a	tan	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	sunroof,	Mercedes	hubcaps,	E	$39,9501966	Mercedes-Benz	230SL	-	Presenting	this	1966	Mercedes-Benz	230SL	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	(040)	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	four-speed	manual	transmission,	twin	exhaust
finishers,	VDO	ins	$42,5001966	Mercedes-Benz	230SL	-	Presenting	this	1966	Mercedes-Benz	230SL	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	#573	Dark	Bordeaux	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	Mercedes	Be	$19,7501967	Mercedes-Benz	300SEL	-	This	well-priced	1967	Mercedes-Benz	300SEL	is
available	in	its	factory	color	code	#180	Silver	Gray	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	Eu	$108,5001967	Mercedes-Benz	250SE	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	remarkable	1967	Mercedes-Benz	250SE	Cabriolet	that	is	finished	in	a	desirable	color	combination	of	its	factory	color	Dark	Olive
(291)	with	a	walnut	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	an	aut	$46,5001967	Mercedes-Benz	250SL	-	Presenting	this	1967	Mercedes-Benz	250SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	color	combination	of	its	factory	color	White	(050)	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission	$36,5001967	Mercedes-Benz	250SL	California	Special
-	Presenting	this	1967	Mercedes-Benz	250SL	California	Special	with	matching	numbers	engine	(Data	Card	copy	included)	featured	with	2	tops	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	White	(050)	with	a	red	interio	$52,5001968	Mercedes-Benz	280SE	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	eye-catching	1968	Mercedes-Benz	280SE	Coupe	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color
code	#462	Tunis	Beige	Metallic	with	a	brown	interior.	The	280SE	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	tran	$89,9501969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	-	Here	is	a	1969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	a	matching-numbers	engine	(data	card	copy	included).	Available	in	its	factory	color	code	#717	Papyrus	White	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicl
$79,9501969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	-	Presenting	this	1969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	that	is	finished	in	a	gorgeous	and	highly	desirable	color	combination	of	Midnight	Blue	(factory	color	#904)	with	a	parchment	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	$56,5001969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	California	Special	-	Presenting	this	1969	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	California
Special	that	is	finished	in	a	graceful	color	combination	of	signal	red	combined	with	a	parchment	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	$46,5001970	Mercedes-Benz	280SE	Low	Grille	Coupe	-	This	beautiful	1970	Mercedes-Benz	280SE	Low	Grille	Coupe	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#542	Dark	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	280SE
comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	floor	shift	transmission	$59,9501970	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	-	Presenting	this	1970	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Signal	Red	combined	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	power	st	$108,5001971	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	-	This
beautiful	1971	Mercedes-Benz	280SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#304	Horizon	Blue	with	a	blue	interior.	The	Pagoda	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	po	$24,7501972	Mercedes-Benz	300SEL	4.5	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1972	Mercedes-Benz	300SEL	4.5	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#834	Moss
Green	Metallic	with	a	tan	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmissio	$10,7501972	Mercedes-Benz	350SL	-	Presenting	this	1972	Mercedes-Benz	350SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Metallic	(180)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-whee	$37,5001973
Mercedes-Benz	600	-	This	recently	discovered	1973	Mercedes-Benz	600	is	available	in	blue	with	a	parchment	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	steeri	$8,9501977	Mercedes-Benz	450SL	-	The	1977	Mercedes-Benz	450SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	85,476	miles	on	the	odometer
is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#931	Blue	Metallic	with	a	parchment	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	trans	$8,9501978	Mercedes-Benz	300CD	-	Presenting	this	1978	Mercedes-Benz	300CD	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Classic	White	(737)	and	a	blue	interior.	Equipment	includes	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	power
windows,	air	$6,9501979	Mercedes-Benz	240D	-	This	well-priced	1979	Mercedes-Benz	240D	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#606	Maple	Yellow	with	a	tan	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	air	conditioning,	$15,7501979	Mercedes-Benz	280CE	-	Presenting	this	1979	Mercedes-Benz	280CE	featured	with
90,131	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#623	Light	Ivory	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	w	$13,7501979	Mercedes-Benz	450SLC	-	This	1979	Mercedes-Benz	450SLC	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	black	(040)	combined	with	a	bamboo	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	rear	disc
brakes,	power	steering,	air	conditioning	$26,5001979	Mercedes-Benz	240D	-	Presenting	this	low	mileage	1979	Mercedes-Benz	240D	featured	with	19,725	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Medium	Red	(516)	combined	with	a	bamboo	interior.	Equipped	with	an	auto	$8,9501981	Mercedes-Benz	240D	-	This	well-priced	1981
Mercedes-Benz	240D	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#623	Light	Ivory	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	240D	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	power	steering,	$12,7501982	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	-	The	1982	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#623	Light	Ivory	with	a	brown	interior.
The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	$34,7501982	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	-	Presenting	this	remarkably	beautiful	1982	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#623	Light	Ivory	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transm	$3,5001982	Mercedes-Benz	380SEL
-	Presenting	this	1982	Mercedes-Benz	380SEL	featured	with	48,997	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Marine	Blue	(940)	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	trans	$7,9501983	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	-	This	1983	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	is	available	in	its	factory	color	Signal	Red	(568)	with	a	tan	interior.
Equipped	with	a	3-speed	automatic	transmission,	V8	engine,	front	disc	brakes,	power	windows,	cruis	$13,7501983	Mercedes-Benz	500SL	-	Presenting	this	1983	Mercedes-Benz	500SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	finished	in	a	color	combination	of	Signal	Red	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	ai
$2,5001983	Mercedes-Benz	300SD	-	This	1983	Mercedes-Benz	300SD	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Blue	Metallic	(930)	combined	with	a	Gray	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	power	steering	$39,9501983	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	low-mileage	1983	Mercedes-Benz	380SL
Convertible	featured	with	2	tops	and	only	14,887	miles	on	the	odometer.	Finished	in	its	gorgeous	factory	color	Silver	Blue	Metallic	(930)	combined	$14,7501984	Mercedes-Benz	500SEC	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1984	Mercedes-Benz	500SEC	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#932	Lapis	Blue	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior.	The	500SEC	comes
with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	a	$16,7501984	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	-	The	1984	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#473	Champagne	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	380SL	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	wit	$8,9501984	Mercedes-Benz	500SL	-	This	1984	Mercedes-Benz
500SL	is	featured	with	2	tops	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Blue	Metallic	(930)	combined	with	a	deep	blue	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	engin	$12,7501985	Mercedes-Benz	500SEL	-	Presenting	this	low	mileage	1985	Mercedes-Benz	500SEL	featured	with	29,155	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory
color	code	#737	Classic	White	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	c	$10,7501985	Mercedes-Benz	190E	2.3	-	Presenting	this	1985	Mercedes-Benz	190E	2.3	featured	with	71,460	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#737	Classic	White	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	wi	$16,7501985	Mercedes-Benz
500SL	-	Presenting	this	1985	Mercedes-Benz	500SL	featured	with	69,274	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Midnight	Blue	(904)	with	a	grey	interior.	This	car	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	t	$14,7501985	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1985	Mercedes-Benz	380SL	Convertible	featured	with	two	tops	and
finished	in	its	factory	color	Classic	White	(737)	combined	with	a	Brazil	Brown	(273)	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automati	$22,7501986	Mercedes-Benz	190E	2.3-16	5-Speed	-	Presenting	this	1986	Mercedes-Benz	190E	2.3-16	5-Speed	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#702	Smoke	Silver	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	190E	comes	with	a	clean
Carfax	and	is	equipped	$26,5001986	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	This	very	elegant	1986	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#702	Smoke	Silver	Metallic	with	a	brown	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	tr	$24,7501986	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	Presenting	this	well-equipped	1986	Mercedes-
Benz	560SL	Convertible	featured	with	78,365	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Astral	Silver	(735)	combined	with	a	burgundy	interior	$6,9501986	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	This	1986	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	(040)	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipment	includes	a	5.5-liter	V8	engine,	body-color
removable	hardtop,	soft	top,	air	conditioning,	crui	$11,7501987	Mercedes-Benz	300SDL	Turbo	-	This	well-equipped	1987	Mercedes-Benz	300SDL	Turbo	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#587	Cabernet	Red	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	w	$12,7501987	Mercedes-Benz	300SDL	Turbo	-
This	well-equipped	1987	Mercedes-Benz	300SDL	Turbo	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#199	Black	Pearl	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior.	The	300SDL	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	what	an	a	$16,7501987	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	The	1987	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#	172
Anthracite	Grey	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	con	$13,7501987	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	Presenting	this	1987	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	Convertible	featured	with	2	tops	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Arctic	White	(147)	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8
$21,7501988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	The	1988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	91,201	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#122	Pearl	Grey	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior.	The	R107	comes	with	a	clean	Car	$26,5001988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	The	1988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	34,227	miles
on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#568	Signal	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmi	$16,7501988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	Presenting	this1988	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#147	Arctic	White	with	a	brown	interior.	The	R107	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax
and	is	equipped	with	an	$24,7501988	Mercedes-Benz	420SL	-	This	1988	Mercedes-Benz	420SL	Convertible	featured	with	2	tops	and	with	73,168	miles	on	the	odometer	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Petrol	Blue	Green	Metallic	(877)	combined	with	a	Creme	Beige	$46,5001989	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	This	low-mileage	1989	Mercedes-Benz	560SL
featured	with	2	tops	and	26,416	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#147	Arctic	White	with	a	blue	interior.	The	R107	comes	with	a	cle	$37,5001989	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	-	Presenting	this	1989	Mercedes-Benz	560SL	featured	with	2	tops	and	54,112	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#355	Diamond	Blue
Metallic	with	a	blue	interior.	The	R107	comes	eq	$135,0001996	Mercedes-Benz	S600	Lorinser	-	Michael	Jordan	-	BEVERLY	HILLS	CAR	CLUB	ANNOUNCES	THE1996	MERCEDES	S600	LORINSERONCE	OWNED	BY	SPORTS	ICON	MICHAEL	JORDAN	Beverly	Hills,	California	The	Beverly	Hills	Car	Club	is	excited	to	announce	it	has	acquired
$10,7502001	Mercedes-Benz	SL500	-	This	well-equipped	2001	Mercedes-Benz	SL500	featured	with	2	tops	and	is	available	in	Navy	Blue	with	a	grey	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmissio	$12,7502002	Mercedes-Benz	SLK	32	AMG	Kompressor	-	Presenting	this	2002	Mercedes-Benz	SLK	32	AMG
Kompressor	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Brilliant	Silver	Metallic	combined	with	a	black	and	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V6	en	$15,7502003	Mercedes-Benz	SL500	-	This	well-equipped	2003	Mercedes-Benz	SL500	featured	with	60,349	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	black	with	a	parchment	interior.	The	SL500
comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	$10,7502007	Mercedes-Benz	S550	-	Presenting	this	2007	Mercedes-Benz	S550	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#189	Black	Opal	with	a	grey	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transm	$13,7501960	Messerschmitt	KR200	-	Here	is	a	1960
Messerschmitt		KR200	that	is	available	in	grey	with	a	white	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission	and	solid	wheels.	A	very	fun	and	desirable	project	that	has	been	$19,7501950	MG	YT	Tourer	-	This	right-hand	drive	1950	MG	YT	Tourer	(one	out	of	904	ever	produced)	is	available	in	green	over	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle
comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	soft	top	frame,	st	$10,7501951	MG	TD	-	This	recently	discovered	1951	MG	TD	is	available	in	Light	Ivory	with	a	tan	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	soft	top,	side	curtains,	steel	wheels,	MG	hub	caps,	and	spar	$7,5001952	MG	TD	-	This	recently	discovered	1952	MG	TD	is
available	in	Platinum	Metallic	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	a	soft	top	frame,	and	steel	$6,9501953	MG	TD	-	This	recently	discovered	1953	MG	TD	is	available	in	white	and	comes	equipped	with	a	4-cylinder	engine	(missing	transmission),	dual	carburetors,	soft	top	frame,	and	MG
hub	caps.	An	excellent	candidate	$16,7501953	MG	TD	-	Presenting	this	1953	MG	TD	that	is	finished	in	a	tasteful	color	combination	of	Red	over	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	four-speed	manual	transmission,	Birmingham	SU	dual	carburetors,	removable	beig	$16,7501954	MG	TF	1500	-	The	1954	MG	TF	1500	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	is
available	in	black	with	a	red	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	and	wire	wheels.	An	$32,5001954	MG	TF	-	Presenting	this	fun	and	exciting	1954	MG	TF	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	red	with	a	white	interior.	The	MG	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,
dual	carburetors,	so	$34,7501954	MG	TF	-	Presenting	this	gorgeous	1954	MG	TF	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	$18,7501955	MG	TF	1500	-	Presenting	this	1955	MG	TF	1500	that	is	available	in	Old	English	White
with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	Volvo	engine,	dual	carburetors,	wood	steering	$8,9501956	MG	A	Roadster	-	The	1956	MG	A	Roadster	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	side	curtains,	Tonneau
cover,	and	$4,9501957	MG	A	Coupe	-	This	1957	MG	A	Coupe	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	parchment	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	Morgan	engine,	and	wire	wheels.	The	MG	A	has	been	sitting	for	ma	$32,5001957	MG	A	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	gorgeous	1957	MG	A	Roadster	that	is	available	in	British
Racing	Green	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	MG	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	$18,7501958	MG	A	Coupe	-	This	well-priced	1958	MG	A	Coupe	is	available	in	maroon	with	a	grey	interior.	The	MG	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	a	rear	luggage	rack,	and	steel	wheels.	An
original	Cal	$19,9501958	MG	A	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	1958	MG	A	Roadster	that	is	available	in	Orient	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	side	curtains,	and	$15,7501959	MG	A	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	1959	MG	A	Roadster	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Orient
Red	over	a	black	leather	interior.	The	car	is	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	Birmingham	dual	carburetors,	$15,7501968	MG	B	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	1968	MG	B	Roadster	that	is	available	in	Primrose	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	wire



wheels,	a	$14,7501970	MG	B	-	Presenting	this	1970	MG	B	that	is	finished	in	Sandglow	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	front	disc	brakes,	wire	wheels,	Tonneau	cover,	split	chrome	$7,9501971	MG	B	Roadster	-	Here	is	a	1971	MG	B	Roadster	that	is	available	in	Flame	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.
It	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	Tonneau	cover,	and	a	rear	lugg	$11,7501971	MG	B	Roadster	-	This	adorable	1971	MG	B	Roadster	is	available	in	yellow	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	and	spare	tire.	A	well-priced
$15,7501972	MG	B	Roadster	-	The	well-priced	1972	MG	B	Roadster	is	available	in	Flame	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	single	carburetor,	soft	top,	and	spare	tire.	Als	$15,7501972	MG	B	Roadster	-	This	well-priced	1972	MG	B	Roadster	is	available	in	Flame	Red	with	a	black	interior.
The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top	frame,	and	front-wheel	di	$5,9501974	MG	B	Roadster	-	This	well-priced	1974	MG	B	Roadster	is	available	in	British	Racing	Green	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	Tonneau	cover,	and	spare	tire.	The
$59,9501934	Morgan	Super	Sport	3	Wheeler	-	This	stunning	right-hand	drive	1934	Morgan	Super	Sport	3	Wheeler	is	available	in	a	gorgeous	blue	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	3-speed	manual	transmission,	900cc	engine,	dual	side	ex	$32,5001956	Morgan	Plus	4	-	Presenting	this	1956	Morgan	Plus	4	that	is	available	in	red	with	a
black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	wood	steering	wheel,	side	curtains	$29,9501961	Morgan	Plus	4	-	Presenting	this	adorable	1961	Morgan	Plus	4	that	is	available	in	red	with	a	black	interior.	The	Morgan	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	spare	tire,
soft	top,	side	c	$34,7501961	Morgan	Plus	4	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	left-hand-drive	1961	Morgan	Plus	4	Roadster	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Red	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Weber	dual	carburetors,	front	$10,7501966	Morgan	Plus	4	-	The	1966	Morgan	Plus	4	is	available	in	brown	with	a	brown
interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top	frame,	wire	wheels,	and	spare	tire.	This	Morgan	Pl	$42,5001970	Morgan	Plus	8	-	Presenting	a	distinctive	1970	Morgan	Plus	8	finished	in	Brilliant	Green	with	a	black	interior	and	is	powered	by	a	4-speed	manual	transmission	and	V8	engine.	The	Plus	8	comes
equipped	with	dual	carbure	$29,9501955	Nash-Healey	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	1955	Nash-Healey	Coupe	(one	of	90	built	for	the	final	year	of	production)	is	available	in	grey	primer	with	a	brown	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	$79,9502009	Nissan	GT-R	Premium	-	Presenting	this	one	owner,	low	mileage,	2009
Nissan	GT-R	Premium	featured	with	only	10,288	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	Gun	Metallic	Grey	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	au	$18,7501955	Oldsmobile	Super	88	Holiday	4	dr	Hardtop	-	Presenting	this	1955	Oldsmobile	Super	88	Holiday	4	dr	Hardtop	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Juneau	Gray	and	Polar	White
with	a	cream	interior.	This	American	classic	comes	equipped	with	an	auto	$12,7501955	Oldsmobile	Super	88	-	Presenting	this	1955	Oldsmobile	Super	88	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	(10)	combined	with	a	grey	interior	and	the	coachwork	built	by	Fisher.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	V8	e	$26,5001966	Oldsmobile	442
Convertible	-	Presenting	this	weekend	cruiser	1966	Oldsmobile	442	Convertible	is	available	in	red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	center	console,	power	steering,	po	$16,7501949	Packard	Custom	Eight	Series	22	-	Presenting	this	1949	Packard	Custom	Eight	Series	22	that	is	available	in	Arizona	Beige
with	a	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	inline-8	engine,	wood	trim,	whitewa	$32,5001955	Packard	Caribbean	-	Presenting	this	1955	Packard	Caribbean	that	is	available	in	white	over	red	with	a	red	and	white	interior.	The	Packard	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	windows	(will	need	to	be
serv	$62,5001971	Plymouth	Barracuda	Hardtop	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	eye-catching	1971	Plymouth	Barracuda	Hardtop	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	distinctive	color	scheme	of	Plum	Crazy	Purple	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transm	$350,0001956	Porsche	356	Pre-A	1500S	Speedster	-	Presenting	this	beautifully	restored
1956	Porsche	356	Pre-A	1500S	Speedster	featured	with	a	matching	numbers	engine	however	the	transmission	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	Available	in	S	$79,9501959	Porsche	356A	1600	Super	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1959	Porsche	356A	1600	Super	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	yellow
combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	1600S	$52,5001959	Porsche	356A	Convertible	D	Replica	by	Intermeccanica	-	Presenting	this	2002	Intermeccanica	Roadster,	a	replica	of	the	1959	Porsche	356A	Convertible	D	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	black	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Vol
$49,9501960	Porsche	356B	Super	90	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	1960	Porsche	356B	Super	90	Coupe	featured	with	a	matching	numbers	engine	however	the	transmission	has	been	replaced	at	some	point	in	its	life.	Available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	b	$72,5001960	Porsche	356B	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	Reutter-built	body	1960	Porsche	356B	Coupe
that	is	finished	in	a	beautiful	color	combination	of	Signal	Red	over	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Weber	dual	carbur	$79,9501962	Porsche	356B	1600	Super	Sunroof	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1962	Porsche	356B	1600	Super	Sunroof	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	however	the	transmission	has	been	replaced	at	some
point	in	its	life	(Porsche	Certificate	copy	included).	Avai	$98,5001964	Porsche	356C	Factory	Sunroof	Coupe	-	Here	is	a	rare	1964	Porsche	356C	Factory	Sunroof	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	(Kardex	copy	included).	Available	in	its	factory	color	code	#6407	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	co	$69,9501965	Porsche	356C	Coupe	-
Here	is	a	beautiful	1965	Porsche	356C	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	(Kardex	copy	included)	is	available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	tra	$79,9501965	Porsche	911	Coupe	-	This	recently	discovered	sought-after	1965	Porsche	911	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	(Kardex	copy
included).	Available	in	Pearl	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	factory	color	is	Polo	Red	(color	$36,5001965	Porsche	912	3	Gauge	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1965	Porsche	912	3	Gauge	Coupe	is	available	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	4-wheel	disc	brakes,	F
$42,5001966	Porsche	912	painted	dash	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	early	painted	dash	1966	Porsche	912	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Ruby	Red	(6402)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manua	$44,5001967	Porsche	912	Soft	Window	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1967	Porsche	912	Soft	Window
Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	that	is	currently	finished	in	Signal	Red	with	a	black	interior,	however,	the	original	factory	color	is	Bahama	yellow	(	$39,9501968	Porsche	912	Coupe	-	This	matching	numbers	1968	Porsche	912	Coupe	is	available	in	India	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual
carburetors,	4-wheel	disc	brakes,	and	Fuchs	wh	$29,9501968	Porsche	912	-	Presenting	this	1968	Porsche	912	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers.	Finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	its	factory	color	Polo	Red	(6802)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmissio	$46,5001969	Porsche	911E	Sportomatic	Targa	-	This	recently
discovered	longhood	1969	Porsche	911E	Sportomatic	Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	silver	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	sportomatic	transmi	$56,5001969	Porsche	912	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	long-wheelbase	1969	Porsche	912	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color
cod	e#6803	Ossi	Blue	with	a	black	interior.	The	912	Coupe	comes	equipped	with	$37,5001969	Porsche	912	Coupe	-	This	long-wheelbase	1969	Porsche	912	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	Desert	Beige	with	a	black	interior.	The	factory	color	is	Irish	Green	(color	code	#6806).	Equipped	with	a	5-spe	$79,9501970	Porsche	911E
Coupe	-	Presenting	this	extremely	original	1970	Porsche	911E	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#2323	Tangerine	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	w	$52,5001970	Porsche	911T	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1970	Porsche	911T	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers.	This	Karmann-built	body
Porsche	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Bahia	Red	(1313)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	$57,5001971	Porsche	911T	Coupe	-	Presenting	a	1971	Porsche	911T	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	Bahia	Red	with	a	black	interior	and	black	Recaro	sport	seats.	The	911T	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission
$59,9501971	Porsche	911E	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1971	Porsche	911E	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	(Porsche	Production	Specification	Certificate	copy	included).	Available	in	India	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	911E	comes	equipp	$59,9501971	Porsche	911T	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1971	Porsche	911T	Coupe	featured	with	matching
numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Bahia	Red	(1313)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	five-speed	manual	transmission	$125,0001972	Porsche	911T	Targa	-	Presenting	this	striking	1972	Porsche	911T	Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	that	is	finished	in	a	rare	exquisite	color	scheme	of	Viper	Green	that	is	the	original	factory
color	#225	combined	with	a	$46,5001972	Porsche	911T	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1972	Porsche	911T	Targa	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	White	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Zenith	dual	carburetors,	single	exhaust	outlet,	$98,5001973	Porsche	911E	Targa	-	Here	is	a	recently	discovered	1973	Porsche	911E
Targa	featured	here	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#117	Light	Yellow	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	5-spe	$72,5001973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	-	This	matching	numbers	1973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	is	available	in	its	factory	color	combination	of	Gemini	Blue	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle
comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transm	$59,9501973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	engine	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Metallic	(936)	combined	with	a	Black	Leatherette	(11)	interior.	Equipped	wi	$86,5001973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	Sportomatic	-
Presenting	this	stunning	1973.5	Porsche	911T	CIS	Targa	Sportomatic	featured	with	matching	numbers	that	is	finished	in	its	beautiful	factory	color	combination	of	Gold	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	Th	$54,5001974	Porsche	911	Coupe	-	This	desirable	1974	Porsche	911	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908
Grand	Prix	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manua	$59,9501974	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1974	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	silver	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	2.7-liter	engine,	four-wheel	disc	b	$26,5001974	Porsche
911S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1974	Porsche	911S	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	grey	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylind	$27,5001974	Porsche	911	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1974	Porsche	911	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Slate	Grey
combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	engine,	Zenith	dual	carbure	$19,7501975	Porsche	914	-	This	striking	1975	Porsche	914	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#	L20C	Nepal	Orange	with	a	black	interior.	The	914	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Flat	4	Cylinder	1.8-liter	engine,	4-
$49,9501975	Porsche	911S	Sunroof	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1975	Porsche	911S	Sunroof	Coupe	that	is	available	in	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	upgraded	with	a	1975	Flat	6	Cylinder	2.7-liter	$32,5001976	Porsche	912E	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	one	year	only	1976	Porsche	912E	Coupe	featured
with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#027	India	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	912E	comes	equipped	with	a	man	$56,5001976	Porsche	911S	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1976	Porsche	911S	Targa	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#936	Silver	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	911S	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual
transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	2	$39,9501976	Porsche	914	2.0	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1976	Porsche	914	2.0	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#L13K	Summer	Yellow	with	black	Porsche	script	and	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	wi	$29,9501976	Porsche	912E	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1976	Porsche	912E	Coupe
featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	of	Chocolate	Brown	with	a	tan	interior.	The	912E	is	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission	$24,7501976	Porsche	912E	-	Presenting	this	recently	discovered	1976	Porsche	912E	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Grand	Prix	White	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a
manual	transmission,	4-wheel	disc	brakes,	W	$49,9501976	Porsche	911S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1976	Porsche	911S	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Metallic	(936)	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Flat	$32,5001976	Porsche	912E	-	Presenting	this	one	year	only	1976
Porsche	912E	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Chocolate	Brown	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	tran	$56,5001977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#266	Ice	Green	Metallic	with	a	black
interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	tra	$47,5001977	Porsche	911S	Targa	-	This	matching	numbers	1977	Porsche	911S	Targa	is	available	in	Peru	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	2.7-liter	engine,	air	$48,5001977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	-	Presenting
this	matching	numbers	1977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Silver	Metallic	(936)	with	a	black	interior.	The	911S	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	$39,9501977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Sienna	Metallic
(436)	combined	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmissi	$29,9501977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1977	Porsche	911S	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Guards	Red	combined	with	a	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	$59,9501978	Porsche
911SC	Sunroof	Delete	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1978	Porsche	911SC	Sunroof	Delete	Coupe	is	available	in	this	highly	desirable	factory	color	code	#275	Light	Green	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equ	$9,7501978	Porsche	928	-	This	well-priced	1978	Porsche	928	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#936	Silver
Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5speed	manual	transmission,	automatic	speed	contr	$59,9501978	Porsche	911SC	Coupe	-	This	matching	numbers	1978	Porsche	911SC	Coupe	featured	with	70,774	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#027	Guards	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes
equipped	w	$42,5001978	Porsche	911SC	Targa	Slant	Nose	Conversion	-	Presenting	this	1978	Porsche	911SC	Targa	Slant	Nose	Conversion	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#80K	Guards	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	trans	$52,5001978	Porsche	911SC	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1978	Porsche	911SC
Targa	featuring	matching	numbers	and	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	(700)	with	a	black	interior.	The	911SC	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	4-wheel	$139,9501979	Porsche	930	Turbo	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	amazing	color	combination	1979	Porsche	930	Turbo	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	73,614miles	on	the
odometer.	Available	in	Petrol	Blue	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	930	$47,5001980	Porsche	911SC	Targa	-	The	1980	Porsche	911SC	Targa	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#027	Guards	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	engine,	air	conditioning,	a	$12,7501980	Porsche	928	-	The	1980
Porsche	928	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	brown	interior.	The	928	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	4.5-liter	V8	engine,	power	windows,	powe	$74,5001980	Porsche	911SC	Weissach	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	limited	edition	1980	Porsche	911SC	Weissach	Coupe	(1	out	of	408	ever	produced)	featured
here	with	matching	numbers	and	61,126	miles	on	the	odometer.	Available	in	its	factory	color	code	$54,5001981	Porsche	911SC	Coupe	Euro-Spec	-	Presenting	this	Euro-Spec	1981	Porsche	911SC	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#655	Platinum	Metallic	with	a	brown	interior.	The	911SC	comes	with	a	clean
Carf	$48,5001982	Porsche	911SC	Targa	-	Here	is	a	1982	Porsche	911SC	Targa	Euro	Spec	featured	with	80,006	miles	on	the	odometer	and	matching	numbers	(Certificate	of	Authenticity	copy	included).	Available	in	its	factory	color	of	Pacific	Blue	$24,7501983	Porsche	928S	-	This	very	presentable	1983	Porsche	928S	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code
#027	India	Red	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	928S	comes	with	a	clean	carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmiss	$37,5001984	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	clean	Carfax	1984	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	sand	beige	interior.
The	Porsche	come	$49,9501984	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1984	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#027	India	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	tran	$54,5001984	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1984	Porsche
Carrera	Coupe	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	brown	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipp	$24,7501985	Porsche	928S	-	Presenting	this	1985	Porsche	928S	featured	with	only	21,077	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Meteor	Metallic	(961)	combined	with	a	gorgeous
red	and	black	interior.	Equipped	with	$135,0001985	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	Turbo	Look	M491	-	This	rare	limited	production	1985	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	Turbo	Look	M491	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	29,182	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#700	black	with	a	black	i	$39,9501985	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	-
Presenting	this	1985	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Prussian	Blue	Metallic	(33X)	with	blue	interior.	Equipment	includes	a	5-speed	manual	tra	$54,5001985	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1985	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in	its	factory
color	code	#936	Silver	Metallic	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-spee	$19,7501985	Porsche	928S	-	Presenting	this	1985	Porsche	928S	is	available	in	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	steering,	sunroof,	4-wh	$54,5001985	Porsche
Carrera	Targa	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers	1985	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	featured	with	87,512	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#961	Meteor	Gray	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	The	v	$10,7501985	Porsche	944	-	Presenting	this	1985	Porsche	944	that	is	available	in	LM3A	Guards	Red	with	a	sand	beige	Porsche
script	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmissio	$49,9501986	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1986	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Garnet	Red	Metallic	(822)	combined	with	a	burgundy	interior.	Equipped	with	a	five-speed	manu
$37,5001986	Porsche	944	Turbo	-	Presenting	this	1986	Porsche	944	Turbo	featured	with	57,624	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Zermatt	Silver	Metallic	combined	with	a	maroon	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	man	$36,5001986	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1986	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	that	is	finished	in	its
factory	color	Black	(A1)	combined	with	a	same	color	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	3.2-liter	engine,	four	$89,9501986	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	low-mileage	1986	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	only	26,416	miles	on	the	odometer.	Finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Guards	Red
combined	with	a	black	interior.	Eq	$44,5001987	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1987	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	burgundy	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	a	5-sp	$52,5001988	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	matching	numbers
1988	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#80K	Guards	Red	with	a	linen	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	G50	manual	$119,9501988	Porsche	911	Turbo	M505	Slant	Nose	-	Presenting	this	1988	Porsche	911	Turbo	M505	Slant	Nose	(#286	out	of	701)	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in
its	factory	color	code	#80k	India	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	com	$17,5001988	Porsche	928	S4	-	This	very	presentable	1988	Porsche	928	S4	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#L36P	Venetian	Blue	with	a	grey	interior.	The	928	S4	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transm	$57,5001988	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	-
Presenting	this	1988	Porsche	Carrera	Targa	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Felsengruen	Metallic	(699)	with	a	grey	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	G50	manual	tr	$69,9501988	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1988	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Guards	Red	(G1)	combined
with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	5-speed	G50	manual	transmission,	Flat	6	Cylinder	e	$72,5001989	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	G50	25th	Anniversary	Edition	-	Presenting	this	limited	edition	1989	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	G50	25th	Anniversary	Edition	(1	out	200	cabriolet	special	editions).	Featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	available	in
its	factory	color	$275,0001989	Porsche	930	Turbo	Coupe	-	The	Porsche	930	Turbo	was	an	utterly	unique	supercar,	the	maker's	top-of-the-range	911	model	for	its	entire	production	duration	and,	at	the	time	of	its	introduction,	the	fastest	production	car	availab	$62,5001989	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1989	Porsche	Carrera	Cabriolet
that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	G50	manual	transmissio	$79,9501989	Porsche	911	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1989	Porsche	911	Carrera	Coupe	featured	with	matching	numbers	and	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	its	factory	color	Black	(A1)	with	a
tan	interior.	This	911	Carrera	is	powered	by	a	3.	$89,9501990	Porsche	964	Carrera	4	Targa	-	Presenting	this	exciting	1990	Porsche	964	Carrera	4	Targa	featured	with	73,428	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#700	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	$78,5001990	Porsche	964	Carrera	4	Coupe	-	Presenting
this	1990	Porsche	Carrera	4	Coupe	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Fla	$46,5001990	Porsche	964	Carrera	2	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1990	Porsche	964	Carrera	2	Cabriolet	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Baltic	Blue	Metallic
(37B)	combined	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	a	Tiptronic	transmission,	Flat	6	Cyli	$49,9501991	Porsche	964	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1991	Porsche	964	Carrera	Cabriolet	that	is	finished	in	a	color	combination	of	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	964	comes	equipped	with	a	5-speed	manual	transmission,	Flat-6	$77,5001992
Porsche	America	Roadster	-	Presenting	this	highly	desirable	1992	Porsche	America	Roadster	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#	92A	Zermatt	Silver	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	$94,5001992	Porsche	964	Carrera	2	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	1992	Porsche	964	Carrera	2	Coupe	featured	with	79,838	miles
on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#37W	Midnight	Blue	Metallic	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehic	$139,5001993	Porsche	911	RS	America	Non-Sunroof	-	Presenting	this	highly	collectible	1993	Porsche	911	RS	America	Non-Sunroof	(one	of	701	examples	built	for	1993)	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#741	black	with
a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	$189,5001994	Porsche	964	Carrera	4	Wide-Body	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	amazing	and	highly	collectible	1994	Porsche	964	Carrera	4	Wide-Body	Coupe	(1	of	267	ever	produced).	Available	in	Guards	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	5-s	$64,5001995	Porsche	993	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting
this	well-equipped	1995	Porsche	993	Carrera	Cabriolet	featured	with	79,684	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#907	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	grey	interior.	The	v	$56,5001995	Porsche	993	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	well-maintained	1995	Porsche	993	Carrera	Cabriolet	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	Grand
Prix	White	(P5)	with	a	blue	interior.	Equipment	includes	a	6-speed	manual	transmission,	$96,5001996	Porsche	993	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	one-owner	1996	Porsche	993	Carrera	Coupe	featured	with	61,191	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#908	Grand	Prix	White	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	come	$229,5001996
Porsche	993	Turbo	-	Presenting	this	1996	Porsche	993	Turbo	Coupe	featured	with	37,613	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	gorgeous	color	combination	of	Polar	Silver	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	6-speed	m	$79,9501996	Porsche	993	Targa	-	Presenting	this	1996	Porsche	993	Targa	featured	with	90,094	miles	on	the	odometer	and
finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	(A1)	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	a	6-speed	G50	manual	transmis	$87,5001997	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	well-equipped	1997	Porsche	Carrera	Coupe	featured	with	51,557	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	of	black	(A1)	with	a	black	interior.	This	993	is	powered	by
a	6	$295,0001997	Porsche	993	Turbo	-	Presenting	this	beautiful	1997	Porsche	993	Turbo	featured	with	21,588	miles	on	the	odometer	and	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#39C	Midnight	Blue	Metallic	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	$26,5001999	Porsche	996	Carrera	Coupe	6-Speed	-	Presenting	this	1999	Porsche	996	Carrera	Coupe	that	is
finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	its	factory	color	Forest	Green	Metallic	(22E)	combined	with	a	Savanna	Beige	interior.	Equipped	with	a	6-speed	manua	$14,7501999	Porsche	996	Carrera	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	1999	Porsche	996	Carrera	Cabriolet	featured	with	93,285	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	black	combined	with	a
black	interior.	Equipped	with	a	6-speed	manual	tra	$11,7502003	Porsche	Boxster	S	-	Presenting	this	low	mileage	2003	Porsche	Boxster	S	featured	with	30,956	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#041	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	Boxster	S	comes	equipped	$26,5002003	Porsche	Carrera	4	Cabriolet	-	Presenting	this	well-
equipped	2003	Porsche	911	Carrera	4	Cabriolet	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#92U	Arctic	Silver	Metallic	with	a	black	interior.	This	911	comes	equipped	with	an	automa	$49,9502004	Porsche	911	Turbo	Cabriolet	X50	6-Speed	-	Presenting	this	well-equipped	2004	Porsche	911	Turbo	Cabriolet	X50	6-Speed	that	is	available	in	Silver	Metallic
with	a	black	interior.	The	911	Turbo	comes	equipped	with	a	6-speed	manual	transmission,	$29,9502004	Porsche	911	Carrera	4S	Coupe	-	Presenting	this	well-equipped	2004	Porsche	911	Carrera	4S	Coupe	that	is	available	in	its	factory	color	#L041	Black	with	a	black	interior.	Comes	equipped	with	a	Tiptronic	transmission,	3.6-liter	engine	$49,9502005
Porsche	911	Carrera	Coupe	6-Speed	-	Presenting	this	elegant	2005	Porsche	911	Carrera	Coupe	6-Speed	featured	with	52,680	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#041	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	$32,5002009	Porsche	Carrera	S	Cabriolet	-	This	well-equipped	2009	Porsche	Carrera	S	Cabriolet	is	available
in	black	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	with	a	clean	Carfax	and	is	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	3.8-liter	engine,	$46,5001923	Rolls-Royce	20HP	Tourer	Custom	-	Presenting	this	right-hand-drive	1923	Rolls-Royce	20HP	Tourer	Custom	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Old	English	White	combined	with	a	light	beige	interior.
Equipped	with	a	four-speed	manual	tra	$14,7501935	Rolls-Royce	20/25	Series	H2	-	Presenting	right-hand-drive	1935	Rolls-Royce	20/25	Series	H2	that	features	coachwork	by	Barker	and	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Grey	combined	with	a	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	reverse-opening	f	$23,5001955	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Dawn	Coachwork	By	James
Young	LTD	-	This	highly	sought	after	1955	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Dawn	Coachwork	By	James	Young	LTD	(1	out	of	11	vehicles	ever	built)	is	available	in	Ice	Green	over	British	Racing	Green	with	a	parchment	interior.	It	c	$13,7501957	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	I	-	This	right-hand	drive	1957	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	I	is	available	in	Silver	Sand	with	a	beige
interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	wood	trim,	rear	picn	$39,9501959	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	I	-	This	left-hand	drive	1959	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	I	is	available	in	silver	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power	steering,	wood	trim,	rear	picnic	trays
$34,7501961	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	II	-	This	left-hand	drive	1961	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	II	is	available	in	blue	with	a	red	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	rear	picnic	trays,	power	steering,	wood	trim,	$56,5001964	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	Long-Wheelbase	James	Young	Design	SCT100	Baby	Phantom	-	This
elegant	1964	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	Long-Wheelbase	James	Young	Design	SCT100	Baby	Phantom	Alloy	Bodied	Touring	Saloon	(one	of	39	ever	produced)	is	available	in	Light	Blue	with	a	beige	inter	$15,7501964	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	-	This	right-hand-drive	1964	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	is	available	in	champagne	with	a	white	interior.
The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	pow	$67,5001965	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	-	Presenting	this	left-hand-drive	1965	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	that	is	available	in	silver	with	a	linen	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	$32,5001965
Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	-	Presenting	this	left	hand	drive	1965	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Cloud	III	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Old	English	White	combined	with	a	red	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	Birming	$7,9501967	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	The	1967	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	is	available	in	Silver	Sand	with	a	blue
interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	steering,	power	seats,	and	solid	wh	$8,9501967	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	Presenting	this	right-hand	drive	1967	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	that	is	available	in	blue	with	a	grey	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	power
windows,	power	steering	$19,7501971	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	Presenting	this	left-hand-drive	1971	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	with	Pearl	White	with	sand	beige	interior,	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	power	steering,	chrome	bumpers,	white	$10,7501971	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	Presenting	this	1971	Rolls-Royce
Silver	Shadow	that	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	parchment	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	desirable	chr	$7,9501972	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	This	well-priced	1972	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	brown	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an
automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	windows,	pow	$7,9501973	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	This	right-hand	drive	1973	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	power	wi	$39,9501973	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Coupe	-
Presenting	this	1973	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Coupe	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Caribbean	Blue	combined	with	a	cream	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	Birmingham	$10,7501973	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	-	This	well-priced	1973	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	blue	interior.
The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	air	conditioning,	chrome	bumpers,	pow	$18,7501974	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Coupe	Left	Hand	Drive	-	This	1974	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Coupe	Left	Hand	Drive	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Caribbean	Aqua	combined	with	a	sand	beige	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,
Birmingham	SU	dual	ca	$26,5001976	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Convertible	-	Presenting	this	1976	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Convertible	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Masons	Black	combined	with	a	sand	beige	interior	and	the	coachwork	was	built	by	Mulliner	Park	Ward.	Equipped	$19,7501977	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Shadow	II	-	This	elegant	1977	Rolls-
Royce	Silver	Shadow	II	featured	with	70,898	miles	on	the	odometer	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	blue	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmiss	$67,5001979	Rolls-Royce	Camargue	-	This	low	mileage	and	limited	production	1979	Rolls-Royce	Camargue	(1	of	only	531	ever	produced	during	the	car's	11-year
production)	featured	with	38,958	and	is	available	in	Old	English	White	with	a	re	$5,9501982	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	Long	Wheel	Base	-	The	1982	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	Long	Wheel	Base	is	available	in	its	factory	color	combination	of	Silver	Sand	over	walnut	with	a	brown	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmissi	$5,9501984
Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spirit	-	Presenting	this	1984	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spirit	featured	with	86,857	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Acrylic	White	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	trans	$27,5001986	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Convertible	-	This	1986	Rolls-Royce	Corniche	Convertible	is	featured	with	39,156	miles
on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	cream	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	$6,9501988	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	-	Presenting	this	1988	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	featured	with	95,096	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Bordeaux	Red	combined	with	a	tan	interior.	Equipped	with
an	automatic	transmis	$24,7501990	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	II	-	Presenting	this	elegant	1990	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	II	with	51,753	miles	on	the	odometer	and	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Magnolia	over	a	light	beige	interior	and	is	powered	by	a	6.8-liter	V8	wit	$26,5001991	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	II	-	This	elegant	1991	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	II
featuring	42,642	miles	on	the	odometer	is	finished	in	its	original	factory	color	of	Acrylic	White	with	a	grey	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmis	$8,9501996	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	-	This	1996	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	featured	with	33,986	miles	on	the	odometer	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Sage	Green	combined	with	a	sand	beige	interior.
Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	f	$23,5001997	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	-	Presenting	this	1997	Rolls-Royce	Silver	Spur	featured	with	75,702	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	its	factory	color	Black	combined	with	a	cream	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	$7,5001965	Simca	1000	Bertone	Coupe	-	This	recently
discovered	1965	Simca	1000	Bertone	Coupe	is	available	in	red	with	a	white	interior,	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	single	carburetor,	and	steel	wheels.	A	well-pri	$27,5001954	Sunbeam	Talbot	90	MK	IIA	-	Presenting	this	1954	Sunbeam	Talbot	90	MK	IIA	that	is	available	in	Sapphire	Blue	with	a	light	fawn	interior.	The	vehicle
comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	single	carburetor,	steel	wheels,	and	$59,9501966	Sunbeam	Tiger	-	This	exciting	and	desirable	1966	Sunbeam	Tiger	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#100	Mediterranean	Blue	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	stro	$9,7501966	Toyota	S800	-	Here	is	a
right-hand	drive	1966	Toyota	S800	(1	out	of	703	manufactured	for	the	1966	year).	Available	in	copper	with	a	black	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	covered	headlights,	a	Targa	top,	and	solid	$27,5001971	Toyota	FJ40	Land	Cruiser	-	Presenting	this	fun	and	exciting	1971	Toyota	FJ40	Land	Cruiser	that	is	available	in	Spring	Green	with	a	black	interior.
The	FJ40	comes	equipped	with	a	3-speed	manual	transmission,	steel	wheels,	roof	r	$6,9501956	Triumph	TR3	-	This	well-priced	1956	Triumph	TR3	is	available	in	maroon	with	a	black	interior.	The	TR3	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	side	curtains,	salvage	title,	Tonneau	cov	$9,7501961	Triumph	TR3	-	The	1961
Triumph	TR3	is	available	in	red	and	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	a	soft	top	frame,	and	steel	wheels.	A	well-priced	British	project	car	that	is	waiting	to	be	co	$16,7501968	Triumph	TR250	-	This	well-priced	1968	Triumph	TR250	is	available	in	its	factory	color	code	#25	conifer	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes
equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	Zenith	carburetors,	soft	top,	$12,7501968	Triumph	TR250	-	This	recently	discovered	1968	Triumph	TR250	is	available	in	red	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	a	soft	top	frame,	and	steel	wheels.	A	TR	$12,7501976	Triumph	TR6	-	This	well-priced
1976	Triumph	TR6	is	available	in	Mallard	Blue	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	rear	luggage	rack,	red	line	tir	$14,7501976	Triumph	TR6	-	This	exciting	1976	Triumph	TR6	is	available	in	Pimento	Red	with	a	black	interior.	The	TR6	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual
transmission,	dual	carburetors,	soft	top,	steel	wheels,	beauty	rings,	and	$22,7501963	Trojan	200	-	This	adorable	right-hand	drive	1963	Trojan	200	is	available	in	red	with	a	red	interior.	It	comes	equipped	with	a	Heinkel	1	cyl	4-stroke	198cc	engine,	ragtop,	and	solid	wheels.	A	very	fun	and	exciting	$12,7501971	Volkswagen	Beetle	Cabriolet	-	This	well-
priced	1971	Volkswagen	Beetle	Cabriolet	is	available	in	Iberian	Red	with	a	white	interior.	The	vehicle	comes	equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	soft	top,	and	boot.	A	fun	and	desira	$6,9501973	Volkswagen	Beetle	Cabriolet	-	This	well-priced	1973	Volkswagen	Beetle	Cabriolet	is	available	in	white	with	a	black	interior.	The	vehicle	comes
equipped	with	a	4-speed	manual	transmission,	1600cc	dual	port	engine,	single	Solex	carb	$36,5002021	Volkswagen	Golf	GTI	S	/	SE	/	Autobahn	-	Presenting	this	low	mileage,	one	owner,	2021	Volkswagen	Golf	GTI	S	/	SE	/	Autobahn	featured	with	only	2,535	miles	on	the	odometer	and	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	White	Silver	combined	with	a	black	i
$21,7501968	Volvo	P1800S	-	Presenting	this	1968	Volvo	P1800S	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	scheme	of	Dark	Green	(94)	combined	with	a	Brown	interior	and	Dark	Grey	carpets	(310-557).	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	f	$16,7501971	Volvo	1800E	-	Presenting	this	1971	Volvo	1800E	that	is	finished	in	its	factory	color	Gold	Metallic	(105)
combined	with	the	same	color	interior.	Equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission,	four-wheel	disc	brakes,	chrom	$7,9501973	Volvo	1800ES	Wagon	-	This	1973	Volvo	1800ES	Wagon	is	available	in	Light	Blue	Metallic	with	a	grey	interior	and	comes	equipped	with	an	automatic	transmission	and	4-wheel	disc	brakes.	A	well-priced	Volvo	that	has	just	come
$23,5001950	Willys	Pickup	Truck	-	Presenting	this	1950	Willys	Pickup	Truck	that	is	finished	in	a	color	scheme	of	Cyprus	Green	Poly	combined	with	a	black	and	white	interior.	Equipped	with	a	manual	transmission,	V8	engine,	four-wheel-dr	$14,7501949	Willys-Overland	Jeepster	-	Presenting	this	postwar	1949	Willys-Overland	Jeepster	that	is	finished	in
a	captivating	color	scheme	of	Sky	Blue	combined	with	a	brown	interior.	Equipped	with	a	column-shifted	manual	transmission	with
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